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MEDICATING YOUR CAT

You have been instructed to give your kitty oral medication. With the help of a few
simple tips, this may not be the nightmare you are envisioning right now! We are here to make
things as easy as possible on you & your cat.

Step 1 Whether it’s pills or liquid we’ve asked you to administer, always start by making
sure your supplies are ready. Once you have a hold of your cat, is a lousy time to realize you
have yet to open your pill vial or draw up your liquid!
You should have the pill(s) ready in a pet piller, or the liquid shaken if needed & drawn up in a
dropper or syringe.
Have a towel or helper handy, and you’re ready!

Step 2

Now it’s time to make a “kitty burrito”.
-Place your cat in the very middle of a large beach towel.
-Pull the front edge of the towel under kitty’s chin, making sure those paws stay inside the
towel.
-Snug the right & left ends of the towel behind your cat’s head.
-Finish by drawing up any loose towel ends to tightly meet behind its head--keep a firm hold of
these! The only part of the cat you should see now is its head.
-Now have a seat!
If you are in a chair, put the “burrito”—kitty facing you—between your legs; its head between
your knees. If on your knees, put the “burrito”—kitty facing away from you—between your legs.
With your legs snugly squeezing kitty, your hands can let go of your disgruntled little burrito.
This enables both hands to be free to administer the medication.

Step 3 Finally! Administer the medication.
Pills: With one hand, firmly hold onto your cat’s head from behind it.
With the other hand, insert the pet piller into the corner of kitty’s mouth & continue til’
you feel it hit the back of her mouth.
Push the plunger of the piller to “pop” the pill in. (Repeat if more than one pill to
administer.)
Liquid: Hold cat same as above, insert the syringe into the corner of kitty’s
mouth & slowly “pump” the liquid in, in small increments, til’ all given.
(Don’t give the liquid all at once or you’ll be wearing it!)
-----If you’re still skeptical, we’ll happily demo this for you!

